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 The software, which is distributed by Autodesk, is generally known as Max, and is commonly used for 3D CGI. The program is
primarily used in the film industry and is licensed under the Autodesk and Digital Video Effects brand names, but it is not

affiliated with the company that makes DVEX3D, Autodesk's 3D rendering engine. Autodesk 3ds Max, formerly 3D Studio and
3D Studio Max, is a professional 3D computer graphics program for making 3D animations, models, games and images. The
software, which is distributed by Autodesk, is generally known as Max, and is commonly used for 3D CGI. The program is
primarily used in the film industry and is licensed under the Autodesk and Digital Video Effects brand names, but it is not

affiliated with the company that makes DVEX3D, Autodesk's 3D rendering engine. − ==What is Max?== + == What is Max?
== Max is one of the most widely used 3D programs available today. It is a powerful 3D modeling and animation tool and is

capable of producing 3D objects, animated characters, realistic textures and high quality 3D animated movies. In addition, it can
be used as a rendering engine for 3D CGIs. ==What is Max's History? == == What is Max's History? == Max first appeared on

the computer scene in 1992 as a freeware program for viewing 3D objects and animation. The first major release of the
program was in 1994 and included many new features. Max later became a commercial program that was capable of handling

2D and 3D animation, 3D modeling, rendering and compressing of images. A major new feature for this version was the ability
to read and write VRML. Max first appeared on the computer scene in 1992 as a freeware program for viewing 3D objects and

animation. The first major release of the program was in 1994 and included many new features. Max later became a
commercial program that 82157476af
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